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Consumer Countries/Markets 

 
Direct to consumer wine sales up 7% in Australia 

Direct to consumer wine sales grew by 7% in value in 2019-2020, outperforming other 

channels in Australia. And DTC sales are now particularly important for smaller businesses, 

accounting for more than 50% of their sales.  

Click here to read more 

 

 
Global Trends - Beverages 

 
Wine´s Covid Winners and Losers 

The German poet Goethe once noted: "The rich want good wine, the poor, plenty of wine." 

Still sound marketing advice to live by in 2020 and beyond.  

Click here to read more  

 

 
Here are 12 Covid-era wine consumer trends 

We bring you 12 Covid-era consumer trends from a Wine Intelligence report drawing on data 

from wine drinkers in seven major wine markets in April and August this year.  

 

1. Growth in wine consumption frequency with the shift to at-home occasions more than 

compensating for the loss of on-premise occasions  

2. Heartland wine drinkers driving growth with growth in wine coming from women, Gen X 

and those already connected with wine  

3. Non-food occasions driving wine growth bringing opportunity for wine to migrate to 

occasions where other beverages have been more dominant in the past  

4. Slow recovery in average bottle spend on wine in the off-premise, but remains below pre-

pandemic levels in most markets  

5. E-commerce for wine comes of age and it is rapidly becoming a new and habitual way of 

shopping for wine  

6. Shift to wines seen as a safe choice and ‘localism’ with mainstream and local wine brands 

winning  

7. Consumers increasingly cautious in their lifestyles with confident ‘Hedonist’ segment 

shrinking as 2020 progresses, and an increasing proportion of ‘Halters’ and ‘Reducers’  

8. Large scale events off the agenda with consumers seeking to avoid crowds, even when 
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restrictions are lifted and the current dangers of the pandemic have passed  

9. Travel plans remain on hold with overseas and international travel not on the agenda for 

wine drinkers, even when travel restrictions are lifted  

10. Consumers becoming more distant from the on-premise, shifting socializing patterns  

11. Treat-seeking behaviour losing momentum as consumer spending becoming more 

conservative  

12. US wine market returns to growth as wine consumption frequency grew strongly in the 

US, driven by Millennials  

Click here to read more 

 

 
Still wine increasingly a ‘beneficiary’ of lockdown & restrictions 

Following increased wine purchasing in April 2020, there has been further increased 

purchasing of wine seen by August 2020. Some recovery for Champagne and sparkling, 

although purchase frequency continues to be lower than pre-pandemic  

Click here to read more 

 

 
Global Trends - Wine Industry Key Elements 

 
South Africa: Wine & Food Tourism Conference to bring word-class expertise 

directly to delegates 

Powerhouse wine strategist and futurist Paul Mabray, arguably the most pivotal international 

force in wine e-commerce, is one of two headline speakers at this year’s Wine & Food 

Tourism Conference on 2 December.  

Click here to read more 

 

 
Major Wine Producing Countries 

 
German 2020 vintage in line with 10 year average, but big variations across the 

country 

Germany’s 2020 vintage is now complete, and weighing in at close to the ten year average, 

though that conceals big variations across the different winegrowing regions.  

 

While Franken reported a 38% decline in yields compared to the ten year average, Hessiche 

Bergstrasses saw volumes jump by nearly a third (31%). In the two biggest wine growing 

regions meanwhile, Rheinhessen reported harvest volumes down by 1% while in the Pfalz, 

yields were up by 6%. Baden and Württemberg are both estimating a 10% decrease in harvest 

yields.  

 

Across the country the current forecast yield for the 2020 vintage according to the German 

Wine Institute is expected to be around 8.6m hectoliters, closely in line with the ten year 

average of 8.7m hectolires, and 3% higher than last year’s yield.  

 

According to the Institute, the sunny and dry late summer resulted in very ripe and helath 

grapes, with the red varietals described as “perfectly coloured” and showing “great potential” 

while the first white wines in the barrel are “aromatic and extremely fruity”.  

 

The warm and sunny weather last month boosted the harvest as the sugar content in the 

grapes soared, resulting in many different varietals having to be harvested at the same time. 
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In many wineries, this year’s harvest was completed in three to four weeks, with some 

winemakers choosing to leave their grapes hanging to ripen further in order to make the noble 

sweet specialities Beerenauslese or Trockenbeerenauslese because the conditions for this 

year’s vintage were ideal for these.  

 

Another impact of the hot September, was the relatively high evaporation in the berries, 

which in some cases was accompanied by “significant losses” in volume. And in some 

regions this was exacerbated by persistent drought because the rain fall received was 

extremely varied throughout the year. Late frosts in Franknen, Saale-Unstrut and Saxony also 

led to smaller crops.  

Source: MarketIQ/Vinex 

 

 
Lower Champagne yields bring down French crop estimates 

On 1 October 2020, the French wine harvest was estimated at 44.1 million hectolitres 

according to the latest report by the Statistics and Forecasting Services (SSP). Having revised 

its previous forecast of 45 million hl downwards at the beginning of September, the Ministry 

of Agriculture pointed out that the reduction is due to the drop in yields decided by the 

Champagne wine marketing board last August.  

Click here to read more 
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